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Updating an old Pro
Torrance, CA, April 11, 2008 – The MK-101 Pro 24 has been tried and true for tile
professionals for years. “As new technologies become available we look at our core
products to see if we can improve them with the new materials available today,” states
Brian Delahaut, Vice President of MK Diamond Products, Inc.
So now the MK-101 Pro 24 features a new durable neoprene tablemat that will not
deteriorate and guarantees a long service life. The over-molded tablemat grips tile more
firmly to ensure precise cuts and protects the table surface from scratches and dents.
The saw continues with features the professional desires with a multi-position motor post
and cutting head for convenient cutting of various tile sizes. The variable height cutting
head allows for plunge cuts and use of blades smaller than 10" in diameter. The blade
guard is wide enough to accommodate 6" and 8" profile wheels. The linear-bearing and
chrome plated guide-bar assembly ensure precise cutting. This 10” wet cutting tile saw,
with a 5/8” arbor, produces a 3-3/4” depth of cut, 24” length of cut and diagonally cuts
18” material. It features a locking blade shaft for easy blade removal. The permanently
lubricated, dual-sealed, heavy-duty blade shaft bearings provide years of maintenancefree operation.
The built-in water distribution system supplies water to both sides of blade for maximum
efficiency of water flow. The heavy-duty Baldor electric 2 HP/120v fully enclosed, high
torque, fan-cooled motor is the power behind the blade and delivers long, reliable service.
The Micro V-belt drive provides an optimized blade shaft speed of 3,000 rpm for smooth
delivery for motor power and torque.
The 130-pound MK-101 Pro 24 is durably built, with a one-piece reinforced zinc-plated
steel frame, cast aluminum blade guard and motor post. Made in the USA with a twoyear limited warranty.
Accessories included with MK-101 Pro Saws include a 10" MK-225 HotDog Blade,
water pump, cutting kit, side extension table and a folding saw stand with casters.
MK Diamond Products, Inc. is a recognized world leader in the manufacturing of
precision diamond blades and equipment for cutting, coring and polishing all types of
masonry, concrete, tile and stone products. For more information call 800/421-5830.

